Why join
Support
As Canada’s
largest trade
association
representing
and consumer
packaged
and advance
the issues that
affect your
bottom line.

and credibility to be heard by both retailers and
government.
In today’s marketplace we make a difference. How
can we be sure?

Membership in FHCP gets you access to our team
of leading experts who can assist with everything
from retail and regulatory insights to supply

money and adopt best practices.
Think of us as an extension of your business. And
we’re only an email or phone call away.

Insight
Your business
success depends
on your ability to
stay on top of policy

listen to your needs and
then work to achieve
outcomes that help you

industry research and

grow.

FHCP membership gives
you exclusive access to
education sessions and
industry events.
Combined with our preferred list
and regular communications
need. Right here.

to
and
leading to
to

and
we give you
the power to help shape policies and practices
with government and industry.
We’re in the room when critical decisions are

Why join

Who’s already here?
We represent the majority of
manufacturers who create the brands Canadians use every day. Our focus
is on relentlessly advocating for the Canadian food industry — the more

FHCP membership. Isn’t it time you took a seat at the table?

• Reassuring the public of the strength of the supply
chain and declaring our commitment to keeping
• Releasing
perations Best Practices for
Industry to protect employee health and facility
safety to ensure continued operations and the
follow-up Pandemic Prep
perations Best
Practices for Industry in Future Public Health Crises
waves
•

on best practices across the supply chain with each
of the major grocery retailers

• Conducting member-exclusive insights on how
manufacturers are dealing with record-high
production and the operational realities of continued
increased demand
• Participating in virtual roundtables with the
Ontario Premier to emphasize the importance of
domestic manufacturing and creating an operating
environment within Canada where our members can
compete and grow
•

Cabinet Committee to ensure our members’

the next step?

Whether you’re ready to dive in or are curious to hear more on how an FHCP
membership can help improve your bottom line and keep you connected to all the
memberservices@fhcp.ca

